Poisson's ratio is an important mechanical property that reveals the deformation patterns of materials. A positive Poisson's ratio is a feature of the majority of materials. Some materials, however, display "auxetic" behaviors (i.e. possess negative Poisson's ratios). Indeed, auxetic and non-auxetic materials display different deformation mechanisms. Revealing these differences and their effects on the mechanics of these materials is of a significant importance.
Introduction
Poisson's ratio is a vital measure for elastic-deformation of materials. Poisson's ratio, , is explained as the ratio of the lateral contraction in a solid material to its longitudinal extension due to an axial tension (Lakes, 1993) . The significant importance of Poisson's ratio is that it provides a vision on the structural behavior of materials. For instance, Poisson's ratio can be considered as a measure of the compressibility of the material (Greaves et al., 2011) . Liquids and rubbers possess → 0.5 while glasses and minerals possess → 0. Network structures (e.g. metamaterials) exhibit negative Poisson's ratio, < 0. Generally, the Poisson's ratio of a material ranges from -1 to 0.5.
Materials with negative Poisson's ratio known as 'auxetic materials'. Negative Poisson's ratios were revealed in various materials under special conditions. For example, Baughman et al. (1998) demonstrated that 69% of cubic metallic crystals possess negative Poisson's ratios. Milstein and Huang (1979) revealed that FCC crystals exhibit negative Poisson's ratios along the transverse direction [11 0] to a [110] uniaxial load. Using Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, HO et al. (2014) revealed the negative Poisson's ratios of metallic nanoplates under finite strains. Moreover, MD revealed the dependency of the Poisson's ratio of single crystalline nanobeams on the size and crystallographic orientation (Ahadi and Melin, 2016) ; thus, a nanobeams loaded in the [110]-direction may exhibit negative Poisson's ratios. Furthermore, the negative Poisson's ratio (or, in other words, the auxetic behavior of materials) was revealed in cellular solids, crystalline and amorphous materials, composites, and metamaterials (Lakes, 1993; Greaves et al., 2011) .
Some studies were conducted to reveal Poisson's ratio effects on the mechanics of structural materials.
For example, it was revealed that bars or plates deform into saddle shapes due to a positive Poisson's ratio. Negative Poisson's ratios, on the other hand, cause a convex shape in bended plates (Lakes, 2017) .
Moreover, it was demonstrated that Poisson's ratio affects the wave speed, strain and toughness of materials. Thus, longitudinal waves were obtained propagating faster than shear waves if Poisson's ratio is large and vice versa if Poisson's ratio is small (Lakes, 2017) . By mixing single-walled carbon nanotubes with multi-walled carbon nanotubes, Hall et al. (2008) demonstrated that the in-plane Poisson's ratio of the nanotube can be converted from positive to negative which increases the tube's toughness, strength, and modulus. In some studies, effects of the Poisson's ratio on elastic fields are discussed.
In a few studies, the mechanics of auxetic beams were investigated. For instance, the buckling behavior of anisotropic-auxetic beams were investigated in (Heyliger, 2015) . Hadjigeorgiou and Stavroulakis (2004) demonstrated the applicability of auxetic cantilever beams for smart structures. Moreover, the shear deformation behavior of auxetic beams was discussed by Lim (2015) . Ruzzene and Scarpa (2003) studied the wave propagation in composite beams with auxetic cores. Kumar and Chinthapenta (2014) studied the blast resistance of sandwich beams with an auxetic core. Schenk et al. (2014) studied the dynamic behavior of sandwich beams with stacked-folded auxetic cores subject to static compression and impulsive loadings.
These studies revealed nontraditional mechanics for auxetic beams. Indeed, more studies should be conducted to reveal these nontraditional behaviors of auxetic beams.
In this study, the effects of the Poisson's ratio on the mechanics of auxetic nanobeams are revealed.
Here, in order to account for the effects of the nonlocal-long range interatomic interactions, the general nonlocal theory developed by Shaat (Shaat and Abdelkefi, (2017); Shaat (2017) ) is employed. Unlike Eringen's nonlocal theory (Eringen, 1983) , the general nonlocal theory considers two distinct nonlocal fields for the longitudinal strain and the transverse strain. Eringen developed his differential nonlocal theory in 1983 assuming the same nonlocal fields for both the longitudinal and transverse strains. Thus, Eringen's nonlocal theory cannot reveal the Poisson's ratio-nonlocal field coupling effects on the material's mechanics. The general nonlocal theory, on the other hand, can reveal the Poisson's ratio effects on the nonlocal residuals in materials. To demonstrate the effects of the Poisson's ratio on the mechanics of auxetic nanobeams, the static bending and frequencies of simple supported beams are determined. The iterative nonlocal residual approach (Shaat, 2015) is employed to obtain the nonlocal fields of the simple supported auxetic nanobeams. Thus, the variations of the deflection and frequencies of simple supported auxetic beams as functions of the Poisson's ratio are depicted. Eringen (1972-a; 1972-b; 2002) proposed the nonlocal theory of linear elasticity in which the constitutive equations depend on only one attenuation function (or differential operator). Based on Eringen's nonlocal theory, research studies have been performed on the mechanics of nanobeams (Peddieson et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2006; Thai, 2012; Schenk et al., 2014; Reddy et al., 2014; Eltaher et al., 2016; Tuna and Kirca, 2016; Fernández-Sáez et al., 2016) , nanoplates (Wang et al., 2010; Narendar and Gopalakrishnan, 2012; Zhang et al., 2014; Faroughi et al., 2017) , and nanoshells (Wang and Varadan, 2007; Hu, et al. 2008, Ghavanloo and Fazelzadeh, 2013; Ansari et al., 2017) .
Auxetic nonlocal beams: Simple supported beams
Recently, Shaat (Shaat and Abdelkefi (2017); Shaat (2017) ) demonstrated that Eringen's nonlocal model shows some limitations when applied for materials exhibiting different nonlocal behaviors for their longitudinal and transverse strains. For such materials, it was revealed that Eringen's nonlocal theory cannot simultaneously fit their experimental longitudinal and transverse acoustic dispersions. To enhance Eringen's nonlocal theory, Shaat (2017) proposed the general nonlocal theory which introduces different attenuation functions for longitudinal and transverse strains of the material. The general nonlocal theory allows for the simultaneous fitting of both longitudinal and transverse acoustic dispersions of various materials (Shaat & Abdelkefi, 2017; Shaat, 2017) .
In this study, the general nonlocal theory is employed to reveal Poisson's ratio effects on the mechanics of auxetic beams. Unlike the conventional Eringen's nonlocal model, it is revealed that the general nonlocal theory models Poisson's ratio effects on nanobeams.
Equation of motion
Consider an isotropic beam with −axis is its longitudinal axis and and −axes are its transverse directions. By modeling the beam as an Euler-Bernoulli beam, its longitudinal strain is written as follows:
where ( ) is the beam's deflection. ∇ = / is a gradient operator.
For the considered isotropic beam, the transverse strains can be determined as follows:
where is the Poisson's ratio.
According to the general nonlocal theory (Shaat and Abdelkefi, 2017; Shaat, 2017) , the non-zero constitutive equations of the beam can be written as follows:
where are nonlocal stresses. and are two distinct nonlocal parameters. denotes the beam's Young's modulus. Shaat (2015) developed the iterative nonlocal residual approach which allows for solving nonlocal field problems by employing local boundary conditions. In the context of this approach, the field equation is solved in a local-like field with a nonlocal-like residual field. This nonlocal residual field is iteratively formed and utilized to correct the field equation for the nonlocal residuals. Thus, with the iterations, the derived local-like fields converge to the exact nonlocal field of the original nonlocal field problem.
In the context of Shaat's iterative-nonlocal residual approach, a nonlocal stress residual is formed as the difference between the local stress ( ) and the nonlocal stress ( ) of a previous iteration, − 1, (Shaat, 2015) :
Accordingly, the equation of motion of Euler-Bernoulli nonlocal beams can be written in the form:
where and ℎ are, respectively, the beam's breadth and thickness. is the beam's mass density. ( , ) is the applied transverse load.
It is should be noted that the equation of motion (5) is written for an iteration, . The last term in the right-hand-side of equation (5) is a fictitious force which is formed depending on the nonlocal residual field, ( , ) ( ) . In the first iteration, this fictitious force is zero. Then, with the iterations, this force grows up accumulating the nonlocal residual field in the beam. This fictitious force can be written in the form (Shaat, 2015) :
where ( , ) is a deflection-correction field for the nonlocal residual.
By multiplying equation (4) by (1 − ∇ )(1 − ∇ ), the following relation between the deflectioncorrection field ( ) and the deflection ( ) can be derived:
Equation (7) can be simplified according to Eringen's nonlocal theory by setting = = , as follows:
where is the single-nonlocal parameter that is used in Eringen's nonlocal theory.
By comparing equations (7) and (8), it is clear that the general nonlocal theory outperforms Eringen's nonlocal theory in revealing Poisson's ratio effects.
Static bending of simple supported beams
In the context of the iterative nonlocal residual approach, the nonlocal field equation is converted into an equivalent local-like field equation. This permits implementing the local boundary conditions. Consequently, for a simple supported Euler-Bernoulli beam, the deflection, ( ), can be written as follows:
where is the beam length. denotes the amplitude of the beam deflection. According to Shaat's iterative nonlocal residual approach, the deflection-correction field, ( ), is considered having the same form as the beam deflection, as follows:
where is the amplitude of the beam deflection-correction field.
The equation governing the static bending of Euler-Bernoulli nonlocal beams according to the iterative nonlocal residual approach can be obtained by substituting equations (9) and (10) into the foregoing equations, eliminating time dependent terms from equation (5), and integrating the result over the beam length, as follows:
where
is the amplitude of the local beam deflection.
Using equation (11), the amplitude of Euler-Bernoulli nonlocal beams can be easily determined after a few iterations. In equation (11), is introduced as a nonlocal residual-based correction factor that corrects the local-like field equation for the nonlocal residual. This correction factor is determined for the considered simple supported beam, as follows:
The derived governing equations based on the general nonlocal theory (equations (11)-(13)) can be simply reduced to their corresponding counterparts based on Eringen's nonlocal theory by setting = = . Thus, the correction factor according to Eringen's nonlocal theory will have the form:
As previously demonstrated, the correction factor depends on Poisson's ratio in the context of the general nonlocal theory. Eringen's nonlocal theory does not account for Poisson's ratio on nonlocal residuals of the beam.
Frequencies of simple supported beams
To investigate the free vibration of simple supported Euler-Bernoulli nonlocal beams, the forcing term is eliminated from equation (5) and the deflection and its correction field are decomposed as follows:
where is the natural frequency of an th mode of beam's vibration.
The equation of motion of the simple supported beam is derived according to the iterative nonlocal residual approach in the following form by substituting equation (15) into, respectively, equations (7), (6), and (5) and integrating the result over the beam length:
where is the correction factor for the th mode.
Consequently, the natural frequencies of the nonlocal beam can be obtained according to equation (16), as follows:
With no iterations, the nonlocal frequencies can be directly obtained for the different modes of vibration from equation (18) utilizing the correction factors, .
Model validation
In this section, the results of simple supported nonlocal beams as obtained via the proposed nonlocal model are compared with results of the differential and integral nonlocal models available in the literature for = = . As shown in Figures 1 and 2 , the proposed model reflects the exact same results as those of the integral and differential nonlocal models (Lu et al., 2006; Fernández-Sáez et al., 2016; Tuna and Kirca, 2016) . This demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model to represent the static bending and free vibration of simple supported nonlocal beams. 
Poisson's ratio effects on mechanics of non-auxetic and auxetic nanobeams
In this section, Poisson's ratio effects on the static bending and free vibration behaviors of non-auxetic and auxetic nanobeams are investigated. To this end, the derived solutions for the simply supportednonlocal beam based on the iterative-nonlocal residual approach are employed in the next analyses. The dependency of deflections, deformation patterns, and frequencies of nanobeams on the Poisson's ratio are depicted in Figures 3-5 and numerically presented in Tables 1 and 2 . In these analyses, the nanobeam is subjected to a nonlocal field such that = 0.4 and ⁄ = [0.5,2]. The following nondimensional parameters are used:
) where is the applied load intensity.
-Nondimensional natural frequencies: = 12 / * ℎ where denotes the mode number.
The nondimensional maximum deflection ( ( /2)) as a function of the Poisson ratio ( ) is graphically presented in Figure 3 and numerically in Table 1 On the contrary, when > , the beam exhibits a decrease in its nondimensional deflection with the decrease in the Poisson's ratio. This behavior can be attributed to the dependency of the nonlocal field residuals on the Poisson's ratio. Table 1 reflect different behaviors for auxetic and non-auxetic beams. Non-auxetic beams ( > 0) exhibit a specific behavior for the change in the nonlocal fields of the beam's longitudinal and lateral strains. The increase in the nonlocal parameters ratio ( / ) is accompanied with an increase in the nondimensional deflection of non-auxetic beams. This behavior demonstrates that nonlocal fields affect non-auxetic beams with a softening mechanism. Auxetic beams ( < 0), on the other hand, show different behaviors depending on the nonlocal parameters ratio. For < , the increase in the nonlocal parameters ratio ( / ) is accompanied with a decrease in the nondimensional deflection of auxetic beams. For > , the nondimensional deflection of auxetic beams increases with the increase in the nonlocal parameters ratio ( / ). Thus, = presents an inflection point at which the contribution of nonlocal fields to the beam behaviors switches from a hardening mechanism (when < ) to a softening mechanism (when > ). As expected, different trends are obtained for the natural frequencies of the auxetic and non-auxetic beams. The nondimensional natural frequencies are obtained decreasing with the increase in the nonlocal parameter for non-auxetic beams. Thus, nonlocal fields affect non-auxetic beams with a softening mechanism. However, auxetic beams give different trends depending on the residual nonlocal fields of the beam, as observed in Figure 6 . 
Conclusion
Investigations on the effects of Poisson's ratio on the mechanics of auxetic and non-auxetic nanobeams were conducted. The general nonlocal theory and the iterative nonlocal residual approach were employed to develop a parametric study on effects of Poisson's ratio on the static bending and free vibration behaviors of simply-supported auxetic and non-auxetic nanobeams. It was revealed that the static bending as well as natural frequencies of nanobeams strongly depend on the Poisson's ratio and the nonlocal fields of the longitudinal and lateral strains. Moreover, it was demonstrated that non-auxetic beams exhibit increase in In fact, this study, presents new insights on the mechanics of auxetic beams where the derived results are a benchmark for future work on auxetic beams.
